APPLICATIONS FOR 2017 SEAC STUDENT TRAVEL AWARDS
DUE DATE: FEBRUARY 24, 2017
The SEAC Graduate Student Travel Grants, sponsored by Princeton Applied Research, CH
Instruments, Gamry Instruments, and Pine Research Instrumentation, are awarded to promising
graduate students to offset the cost of travel to the Pittsburgh Conference to deliver an oral or
poster presentation in a Conference symposium. The presentation, unless otherwise noted,
should be on a topic related to their dissertation or thesis, and in some area or application of
electroanalytical chemistry.
Because the costs in various venues of the Conference may vary, the amount of the awards will
be determined by SEAC and will typically be between $250 and $500. The value of all of the
awards in any one year will be equivalent, but it may vary from year to year. The award will not
exceed the reasonable cost of advance-purchase economy airfare and reasonable expenses for
lodging, nor the awardee's actual expenses. In order to spread the travel money as equitably
as possible, not more than two awardees will be selected from any one research group and no
more than three awards will be made to students from any one educational institution.
This year, thanks to an additional donation from Gamry Instruments, SEAC is again accepting
applications for an Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) Travel Grant. This travel
award is for graduate students who use EIS and will present their results at Pittcon 2017. The
award will cover the cost of registration plus $500 towards travel. (Note: For this award, please
indicate on the application that you are "applying for the EIS Travel Grant.")
The nomination shall consist of the student's current graduate transcript, a copy of the abstract
submitted to the Pittsburgh Conference, a complete resume including publication list, and a
letter of recommendation from the student's research advisor. The advisor's letter should
include a statement of approximate graduation date and a short description of the student's
speaking ability. A candidate shall be considered for an award for travel to Pittcon meetings
occurring up to one year after the student's Ph.D. defense. Previous awardees will not be
eligible for further consideration.
The decision for the 2017 SEAC Student Travel Awards will be based upon the material
that is available to the award committee by the 24th of February 2017.
Nominations should be emailed as a single pdf file to the SEAC Awards Committee Chair:
Prof. Héctor D. Abruña
Department of Chemistry & Chemical Biology
Cornell University
Ithaca, NY 14853-1301

Tel: 607-255-4720
Email: hda1@cornell.edu

